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THE RISE OF THE NEW HYBORIAN LEGION, PART THREE
By Lee A. Breakiron
As we saw in TNC #23, the Robert E. Howard United Press Association (REHupa) was founded in 1972
by a teen-aged Tim Marion as the first amateur press association (apa) devoted to Howard. Its first 20
bimonthly Mailings were passably successful, but leaned more toward comic books and fannish activities
than anything of a scholarly nature. By #20 (Mar., 1976), semi-professional fanzinist Jonathan Bacon had
become the second, and first elected, Official Editor. Membership (15) and Mailing content (~50 pages)
were at the lowest ebb before or since. One problem was the existence of a competing apa, The Hyperborian
League, dedicated to serious study of both Howard and Clark Ashton Smith, making a strong start in 1975
(see TNC #24). Reforms by Bacon started to make REHupa Mailings look less amateurish, which in turn
attracted more and better members.
Former, longtime REHupan James Van Hise wrote the first comprehensive history of REHupa through
Mailing #175 [1] Like him, but more so, we are focusing only on noteworthy content, especially that
relevant to Howard. Here are the highlights of Mailings #21 through #35.
With Mailing #21 (May, 1976), Bacon had chosen to get away from the standard cover that had been
used for most previous Mailings. He often commissioned artwork from professional artists for his other
publications like his Fantasy Crossroads fanzine (see TNC #4), so he was able to use a Stephen Fabian
cover. The fanzine copy requirement from each member, already at 40 to allow for extra “speculation”
(spec) copies to be sent as samples to prospective new members, was raised to 50. This was in the last few
years of the Howard Boom in paperback and collectible hardback REH publications and fanzines, which
had started in the mid-sixties and was now shifting more and more to pastiches of, ostensibly but often
unsuccessfully, Howard’s Sword & Sorcery. More fan fiction and fan poetry was appearing in the Mailings
than at any time before or since; about half of all zines contained them, and most members seemed to read
and enjoy them.
In his zine, Glenn Lord, scholar and agent for the Howard heirs, presents student newspaper articles
about REH’s stories from Brownwood High School’s The Tattler and Howard Payne College’s The Yellow
Jacket (schools attended by Howard). Lord informs us that his own book The Last Celt, “the most
comprehensive REH bibliography ever published,” is nearing publication by Donald M. Grant, though it
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Cover of Mailing
#21. Art by
Stephen Fabian.

would be only complete through 1973 because of printing delays, and adds: “Of course the reason that [L.
Sprague] de Camp and [Lin] Carter are not cranking out more reams of Conan pastiches is that no publisher
is very interested in new Conan books while the originals are still tied up in the collapse of Lancer Books.”
(p. 2) Lancer had published the first paperback series of Conan stories. Lord says the British publishers
Orbit and Sphere were now actively producing new Howard paperbacks. Steve Trout debuts his longrunning zine (mostly entitled Beltric Writes) featuring commentary, reviews, and, initially, his own stories
and art; he would become the REHupan who has been a member the longest. Brian Earl Brown replies to
others’ comments on his feminist criticisms of Marvel’s Red Sonja comics, and condemns Lin Carter for
being such a derivative writer. Bacon becomes the first to spotlight the first appearance in the 1950s and
60s of a Howard character in comic books, namely a blond Conan in the unauthorized Mexican series La
Reina de la Costa Negra (Queen of the Black Coast), which wasn’t based on REH stories. These comics
have since been best covered by REHupan Jeffrey Shanks. [2] Bacon includes a xerox of 32-page issue
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#10 (1965), followed in the next Mailing by his translation of it from the Spanish. He says they are so hard
to find because “Mexican comics are considered throw-aways and no one saves them.” (p. 3) Bacon and,
in the next Mailing, Crispin Burnham criticize the misleading blurbing and art on the new Zebra Howard
paperbacks, most notoriously The Vultures of Whapeton (1975), The Incredible Adventures of Dennis
Dorgan (1975), and The Iron Man (1976), apparently designed to lure REH fans into believing they were
further collections of his fantasy stories rather than the western and boxing tales that they were.
In Mailing #22 (July, 1976), a vote enables Bacon to raise the membership limit from 24 to 36. Gene
Day unveils his professional art. Burnham announces that member Randy Everts has founded a scholarly
H. P. Lovecraft apa called Necronomicon. Trout takes issue with Charles Melvin’s statement last Mailing
that some of Carter’s “best pieces rank with Howard” (p. 7); Trout declares that REH’s stories, though
escapist, require intellectual involvement, as well as “emotional or empathetic involvement with the
character and/or events,” while Carter’s “characters are too shallow and stereotyped or exact duplicates of
somebody else’s characters, to have any interest to the reader. … Carter … never adds an innovation of
his own, … borrows the same plots over and over, and … writes for the lowest reader mentality.” (p. 3)
Also, Burnham complains that Carter had the gall to put two of his own stories in The Year’s Best Fantasy
Stories (1975) that he edited, one of them being a “posthumous collaboration” with Clark Ashton Smith.
Carter was to do it again in Vol. 2 (1976). Bacon participated in panel discussions on Howard and fan
editing at a Des Moines comic convention; put out virtually monthly issues of either his Fantasy Crossroads
zine or another of his REH- or fantasy-related publications like Runes of Ahre Eih Eche (1976) and
Omniumgathum (1976) [3]; and even lectured on Howard, fantasy as literature, and comics as American
mythmaking at Graceland College, Iowa, where he was employed. He also includes a sample of his current
work on a worldwide bibliography of REH publications. Everts presents an unpublished photograph of
Ambrose Bierce, and disagrees with Bacon’s statement that Harold Preece’s partial biography [4] of
Howard doesn’t have its perspective colored by Preece’s friendship with REH, though he agrees with
Preece that Howard deserves a better biographer than de Camp.
In Mailing #23, a vote for a prospective merger with The Hyperborian League fails by a close vote.
Bacon notes that Jack Scott, editor of the Cross Plains Review newspaper until 1971, recently wrote Preece
indicating that the Justice of the Peace who accompanied Scott to the Howard home the morning of REH’s
suicide handed Howard’s suicide note to Scott. This appears to conflict with de Camp’s statement that
Scott told him that he saw it in Howard’s typewriter. This only adds to the confusion about the existence
and origin of the note that would be discussed later by REHupan Rusty Burke [5,6], but at least it makes it
appear that the note is less likely to be a figment of Dr. Isaac Howard’s imagination. Loay Hall says he
finds Carter’s “fiction to be every bit as good as REH’s, albeit somewhat imitative.” (p. 3) He claims that
de Camp, his favorite author, has been unfairly denigrated for his recent biography of Lovecraft by HPL
fans who “deify” the author and refuse to see the faults in him that de Camp exposes. Hall makes a similar
case about Howard fans’ criticisms of de Camp’s The Miscast Barbarian (1975) sketching REH’s life, and
claims that they’re just looking for something to “bitch” about. In the previous Mailing, Bill Whitcomb
had reprinted Robert Bloch’s letter to Weird Tales denouncing the ‒ in his opinion ‒ overly popular “Conan
the Cluck” stories therein. Hall reveals that Bloch later wrote him (Hall) to say that the incident caused
Bloch quite a bit of trouble; was frowned on by Lovecraft; and caused Bloch to admit “that he was wrong
in writing as he did of REH’s creation, that the more he learned of psychology the more he understood the
importance of character identification and fantasizing.” (p. 4) Melvin responds to Trout’s deprecation of
Carter’s writing and lack of plot and character innovation by saying, “How you can make a statement like
that after recommending that I read [Edgar Rice] Burroughs and [John] Norman is beyond me. Burroughs
and Norman are probably the two worst formula writers ever to come along, Burroughs specially.
Burroughs used the same plots over and over …” (pp. 3 & 5) Everts runs a copy of a signed letter from
Howard to Emil Petaja dated 23 July, 1935, presumably indicating he owns the letter. Damon Sasser, editor
of the REH: Two-Gun Raconteur semi-professional zine [7], defends his “An Astrological Look at REH”
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article in his first issue, claiming that astrology is a science (rather than the pseudoscience based on
superstition, which it is) and that “It was what went on inside his own head that led to his untimely death
and much of that was influenced by the stars. … It’s up to the individual to decide what he believes in.”
(p. 1) Brown claims that Bacon’s rules about requiring a certain amount of original material from every
contributor are too complicated and confusing. He also declares, “Carter writes children stories.” (p. 2)
Lord lists the contents of the British version of Marvel’s The Savage Sword of Conan. He announces that
his The Last Celt is out and says that it “reveals where de Camp got a lot of his information for The Miscast
Barbarian; I made the mistake of letting him see ‘On Reading – and Writing.’ [8] And of course my article
about REH was in an early issue of [Marvel’s] Savage Tales. [9]” (p. 2)
With Mailing #24 (Nov., 1976), Bacon resigns as Official Editor because he feels badly about not getting
zines (his own and those paying him to print theirs) out as quickly and inexpensively as Brown was offering
to do, even though Bacon was offset-printing them in his employer’s printing shop and Brown was just
mimeographing them. Brown then stepped up as OE, having been voted in against no opposition. The
Mailings were now piecemeal, partly offset-printed by Bacon and the rest mimeographed. Bacon’s
publications, for REHupa and his own virtually monthly productions, were increasingly time-consuming
and were also being slowed down by Graceland College’s cost-cutting, which would eventually lead to his
job termination. Melvin quotes even more from Bloch’s 3 Jan., 1972 letter to Hall:
Of course my opinion of Conan has mellowed over the years ‒ now that I can see how
the psychological mechanism of reader identification and wish fullfilment operates even
today among Conan fans. But I still feel the character is cardboard and contrived, and still
regret that Howard’s best writing ‒ the non-Conan tales ‒ was and is ignored in comparison
to the attention lavished upon the Barbarian. Had Howard lived, he might have come to
feel about Conan the way Doyle felt about Sherlock Holmes, or Rohmer about Fu Manchu,
for I’m sure that he himself, like the other writers I’ve cited, knew that his best work was
outside the series canon. But I do know that it was rude and presumptuous of me to so
captiously denigrate an obvious archetype: I believe it was Mark Twain who said, “The
race of man dearly loves a lord,” and most readers dearly love a superhero. Whatever the
reason, Conan needs no defense, he has triumphed over time, and after forty years he still
holds a following, which is more than can be said for such onetime wonders as Sinclair
Lewis’ Ann Vickers, a major bestseller of 1932-3. (p. 1)
Brown, as OE, lowers the copy requirement from 50 to 40, starting next Mailing, but continues Bacon’s
policy of apa promotion through free dissemination of spec copies to promising potential members. Brown
reviews all the recent Zebra REH paperbacks, condemning their “deceitful” cover blurbing and art, which
includes the Lord-edited Book of Robert E. Howard (1976) and would include The Sword Woman (1977).
Brown criticizes Carter’s fiction: “Carter’s novels all sound paternal, condescending boy’s stories. …
[T]he same characters show up again and again … Another problem is that we are always conscious of
Carter writing” rather than being able to visualize the action as if it were recounted by the protagonist
“partly through deliberate use of endless clichés and partly the style of writing …” (p. 10) Other problems
are the lack of vitality in Carter’s writing, the sense that there is nothing unique about any particular story,
and the fact that any story of his has nothing of importance to say. Terry Dale defends Carter, pointing out
that Carter has been successful publishing pastiches of several authors, as well as histories of fantasy and
the Cthulhu Mythos, and editing the Ballantine Adult Fantasy series of paperbacks. Mark Sappenfield gets
a good early handle on Howard’s worldbuilding and style elements:
My first reading of Conan the Conqueror caught me in awe as Howard’s carefully
constructed pseudo-historical background which he carefully framed in the legendary
Hyborian Age essay. As an ancient history major (UMKC), I was intrigued by the
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mythology he weaved creating such a realistic atmosphere in [The] Hour of the Dragon.
With his unique command of mythology (he must have perused many volumes) he could
create an eclectic pantheon of gods by merely blending the mythical gods of ancient history.
The god Crom comes to mind first. Other times REH merely transplanted them (the gods)
without any noticeable change in names (i.e. Ishtar, Ymir, Mitra). With an equal grasp of
ancient weaponry and the customs of the ancients he achieved a realistic backdrop for the
Conan sagas.

Clifford Bird art
from Mailing #24.

Briefly REH’s style can be broken down into the four following elements of his style:
A. A pseudo-historical style enhanced by his great knowledge of ancient history,
mythology and weaponry. B. Crisp, terse dialogue, though not by and large realistic, which
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made his fantastic characters very real. C. The overstated narrative style which set the
mood for Howard’s stories. (pp. 1-2)
The cover of Mailing #25 (Jan., 1977), proclaiming “under New Management,” inauspiciously misspells
REHupa as “REHUAP.” It is the first multicolored cover. George Hamilton tells about his visit to smallpress artisan Roy Squires of Pasadena, Cal., during which he observed Squires’s typesetting and printing
equipment, whose use is “a timeconsuming process for each page to meet his high standard of quality.” (p.
1) Squires’s Howard output consisted of limited, numbered copies of the poetry chapbooks Black Dawn
(1972), The Road to Rome (1972), A Song of the Naked Lands (1973), The Gold and the Grey (1974), Altars
and Jesters (1974), and Up John Kane! and Other Poems (1977). All the poems are first appearances. The
6 × 9.365-inch, 16-page chapbooks have stitched spines, colored covers, and no art. Squires often visited
Clark Ashton Smith and collected many photos of him and purchased about 190 Lovecraft letters from him,
which Squires was in the process of selling off. Bacon defends Donald Grant’s deluxe Conan hardbacks,
the quality of which Bob Barger had criticized, by saying that Grant was offering “various artists a chance
to try distinctly different styles of illustrating …” (p. 3), hence bringing new artists into the Sword & Sorcery
field. Bacon hawks his new publications Omniumgathum (1976) and three Fantasy Crosswinds (1977)
zines and mentions he is teaching college courses on apazining and wargaming. Hall again defends Carter,
stating “It is Lin Carter who is upholding fantasy-S & S, with his fiction and anthologies. Take Lin Carter
away from the genre and what do you have? Almost a dead form of writing.” (p. 3) But as Van Hise was
to say in his history of REHupa [1]: “the argument people had with Carter was that the reason S & S was
in such a sorry state was largely because of him because he had lowered the bar for what could be published
as new sword and sorcery. As a result people judged the genre not by its best (Howard, [Karl Edward]
Wagner and Clark Ashton Smith) but by its worst, which was mostly Carter due to his sheer volume of
writing.” (p. 7) Hall defends de Camp’s Conan pastiches, saying “it all depends on what you’re looking
for and your vision of Conan.” (pp. 6-7) He prefers de Camp’s The Miscast Barbarian to Lord’s The Last
Celt. Interestingly, he reveals that de Camp’s misstatement that Howard drove out into the desert to shoot
himself [10] comes from de Camp’s reading “it in an obscure mag” shortly before (p. 8). Everts reproduces
a CAS drawing and three CAS letters to Arkham House editor and publisher August Derleth (so, as in other
such cases, he presumably owns them). Among other reviews, Brown covers Michael Moorcock’s Elric
series.
Mailing #26 (May, 1977) is the first to exceed 100 pages (having 111). Brown includes a primer on
mimeographing. Bill Whitcomb criticizes Carter and de Camp pastiches not merely because they are more
mediocre S & S, but because they’re just “not set in the same world as were the pieces done entirely by
Howard. Think about the moodiness and dark quality of so much of Howard’s fiction. It is wholly missing
from the de Camp/Carter efforts. Their Conan is not the brooding barbarian of Howard’s creation, he is
just a large warrior out adventuring with an almost holiday attitude.” (p. 8) Barger says he is not against
Grant’s offering new artists opportunities to display their talents, but just objects to the fact that so many of
them are not up to professional standards that should apply to deluxe hardbacks. “Let them go the route of
other artists like [Roy] Krenkel, [Frank] Frazetta, [Tim] Kirk, Fabian … Start in the fanzines or whatever
and work their way up.” (p. 1) Melvin spotlights the ultra-rare Hyborian Age booklet (LANY, 1938), which
he had bought for about $100 and which today sells for about $3000. Bacon reprints some newspaper
articles by Howard’s friend Tevis Clyde Smith and on Gene Day. Stephen Smolins mentions the forgery
of Lord’s Etchings in Ivory chapbook that was being sold (pictured herein on p. 18). Everts says he’s
preparing to publish a volume of “about 20 letters by REH to various persons, most of them unpublished.
… It will contain an unpublished portrait of Howard (photo) …” (p. 2) (It was never published.) The
photo was one of two borrowed from Howard’s girlfriend Novalyne Price and never returned (as we’ll
see later), even though he was running copies of them on the covers of his zines. He mentions he lent an
REH letter to Lord for inclusion in The Last Celt, “who did not bother to mention my name …” (p. 2).
Everts himself never mentions Novalyne’s name.
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Gene Day art from
Mailing #25 and his
Dragons portfolio.

Also in #26, Gene Day recounts his conversations with Tevis Clyde Smith, who, “at 69, is still as
interesting and vibrant as his fiction was (and is) back in the 20’s and 30’s” (p. 2) and praises Smith’s
privately issued hardback books of his own poetry and weird fiction. Day’s zines are liberally illustrated
with his own drawings from folios and the Dark Fantasy zines, both published by his own Shadow Press.
Dark Fantasy issues #9 (Sep., 1976), #11 (Jan., 1977), and #16 (June, 1978) contain Howard poems “The
Road to Yesterday,” “Visions,” and “The Ghost Kings” respectively. Dark Fantasy was a 5½ × 8½-inch
saddle-stapled 32- to 68-page zine of fantasy, poetry, and stories by Charles R. Saunders, Joe R. Lansdale,
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and others edited by Day (as Howard E. Day) and illustrated by Day, Fabian, Krenkel, and others. Day put
out 22 issues of it between the summer of 1973 and Nov., 1980, as well as other comics and zines, before
dying of a heart attack at age 31 in 1982. His 1976 10-print folio Beyond Crimson Dreams contained REH
characters and themes, as well as an 8-page illustrated booklet on Howard by Saunders (“Robert E. Howard:
Adventure Unlimited – A Biographical Sketch”). Paul Schliesser describes his recent visit to REH’s
hometown of Cross Plains, reproducing some photos of Howard’s house and gravestone:
A few months ago a friend and I drove out to Cross Plains, about four and a half hours’
drive from the Dallas area. It’s one of those typical small Texas towns, but even so its
smallness surprised me. The city limits signs are about five or six blocks apart; the streets
are loose gravel. There are about ten businesses in the “downtown” area, most of which
seem dead. The only things open were a couple of run-down gas stations and a small
grocery store. Nobody at the gas station had ever heard of Howard, but the woman at the
grocery store directed me to what she thought was the house when I suggested that she
might remember him as “Doc Howard’s son.”
“Oh, that writer fella? Yeah, he was a little off?”
“Huh?”
“He was sorta off?”
I was not sure if she was asking a question or making a statement, but apparently those
who remember him [do so] for being eccentric. (The woman wasn’t old enough to
remember Howard first hand.)
As it turned out, it was the house next door to the one the woman gave directions to that
was the right house. The woman in the front yard of the wrong house pointed out the
correct house, and said the current owners were aware that the house had some slight
historic value and had been repairing it until they “ran out of money.” The front porch is
falling in and has to be shored up, as can be seen in the photos. To the right of the house
is the driveway where Howard shot himself.
The camera was borrowed and not very good, and besides the sky was becoming
overcast, so the photos didn’t come out as well as hoped. I would like to have some shots
of Cross Plains, Brownwood, and Howard Payne University (where Howard went to
college).
30 miles or so from Cross Plains is Brownwood, where Howard is buried and where he
attended the University.
The photos of the grave were taken mere minutes before closing time. Fortunately it
was easy to find.
I plan to return in the near future; anyone who comes through central Texas should try
and go by there. It’s tempting to spend several days in the area independently researching
Howard’s life through court house records, etc. (pp. 2-3)
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REH’s house
in 1977.

Brown says he believes REH’s place in literature is assured and thinks a lot of his adventure fiction and
humorous westerns, but opines that his serious westerns are terrible. He disagrees with Hall’s defense of
Carter as upholding the fantasy field while Conan was waiting for paperback publication, pointing out that
Andre Norton, Tolkien, Leiber, and Moorcock were active at that time.
In Mailing #27 (May, 1977), Everts has more CAS art and a letter from pulp writer E. Hoffmann Price
to Derleth. Bacon gives a map of Nyumbani, the world of Saunders’s fantasy character Imaro, as done by
REHupan Clifford Bird. Bacon talks about his printing problems and says he’s leaving Graceland College
in July. Paul Allen joins with an offset-printed zine featuring Krenkel art. He had published the Burroughs
zine The Barsoomian (which ran 15 issues and which he reproduces samples of) and would soon start
producing Fantasy Newsletter (40 issues between 1978 and 1981). Regarding Lin Carter, he says:
I’d be among the first to assert that 90% or more of his fiction ranges from mediocre on
down to crap. Nor do I care for his non-fiction; he has an annoying habit of presenting
assumption as fact, numerous inaccuracies manage to creep into his articles, many of his
opinions are contradictory and he fails to practice what he preaches about “good” writing.
Nevertheless, his impact on the fantasy field has been enormous and, on balance, largely
for the good. He has edited a number of fine anthologies and made available once again
some classic fantasy works in the Ballantine Adult Fantasy series that otherwise might
never have been reprinted. His fiction was selling reasonably well in paperback at a time
when most publishers were scared shitless of gambling on new sword & sorcery material.
Up until 1970, relatively little S & S had been paperbacked and the vast majority of it was
reprinted material, sometimes disguised as SF. Carter helped prove to the publishers that
fantasy and S & S were indeed marketable. Today, we’re living in the middle of [a]
publishing boom the likes of which has never been seen before. And much of the credit is
due to Lin Carter’s efforts. (p. 4)
Hamilton reproduces a letter from Howard to pulp fan and writer Emil Petaja. In his zine and in the front
matter of the next Mailing, Lord details how he and Ace Books compromised over Conan paperback rights
in order to avoid costly, time-consuming litigation and how Lord contracted with Berkley to publish six
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pastiche-free Conan hardbacks edited and introduced by Karl Edward Wagner (de Camp was to squelch
the publication of the last three), all while Lancer Books languished in bankruptcy. Ace had circumvented
the copyrights of both the REH Lancers and Ballantine’s The Lord of the Rings. John Melville begins a
series of reports on REH and other fantasy productions in the UK.
Mailing #28 (July, 1977) brought the news that another vote to merge REHupa with The Hyperborian
League had failed. In that vote and one on required minimum activity (“minac”), Brown interpreted
“majority” to be that of registered members rather than of actual voters, since the Rules didn’t specify
which; this would start the long dominance of the “silent majority” and a consequent resistance to change.
Bacon runs a seven-page draft of Chapter 3 from Preece’s Howard memoir; Preece was never to do any
more due to health problems. Having moved to a job at Johnson County Community College, Iowa, Bacon
announced that Bird would be taking over the editing and publishing of Fantasy Crossroads. Bacon also
includes, as a back cover, an original autographed Almuric print by Fabian. [In his zine in the next Mailing,
Brown claims, “This is carrying ostentatiousness to new heights.” (p. 4)] Barger states:
I think the real problem with fantasy today is not that the genre is packed with a lot of
unoriginal writers who continually want to simply rewrite REH and ERB tales, but rather
the problem is the publishers. Most publishers will not take a chance on anything new.
Karl Wagner has had a hassle trying to get his Kane stories professionally printed, and the
reason for this is undoubtedly in their originality. Publishers are afraid to take chances on
something that has never been done before. If publishers were not buying all these REH
imitators, then the genre wouldn’t be flooded with them. Most of the writers in the genre
are not writers who have any great love of the genre, they are writing to make a fast buck
and it is only natural that they are going to churn out something that a publisher will quickly
buy. I myself think that this chain of events was started by Lin Carter back when the first
Thongor book came out. (p. 2)
William Fulwiler reviews Robert Weinberg’s The Weird Tales Story (1977). He says Weinberg is generally
accurate in his history of the pulp and its authors, but points out some errors, including:
According to Weinberg, Robert E. Howard “committed suicide, overcome with grief at
the realization of the impending death of his mother.” This assumption as the cause of
Howard’s suicide is arguable.
Howard had contemplated suicide for years. Quite possibly he postponed his demise
solely because he did not wish to desert his ailing mother. He told a friend: “My father is
a man and can take care of himself, but I’ve got to stay on as long as my mother is alive.”
Only when told his mother would never regain consciousness did Howard feel free to end
his life. (p. 1)
John D. Squires reveals that Arnold Fenner published Wagner’s story “Raven’s Eyrie” in Chacal #2 without
the author’s permission. Schliesser discusses Moorcock’s Elric stories and also points out how much the
art of Jeff Jones and Frazetta owes to the illustrations of Howard Pyle, N. C. Wyeth, Arthur Rackham, and
others.
In Mailing #29 (Sep., 1977), Everts reproduces a 1945 letter from E. Hoffmann Price to Derleth relating
how four boxes of REH relics had arrived from the late Dr. Isaac Howard containing tear sheets, typescripts,
and carbons of A Gent from Bear Creek and other stories, fragments, poems, photos (including ones of a 5-
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Art by Liz
Danforth from
Mailing #25.

or 6-year-old REH and REH in Lincoln, N.M.), letters to him and from him to Lovecraft (but none from
Lovecraft, as if Isaac had destroyed them), etc. Price says Isaac wrote that Howard had readied himself for
suicide on previous occasions and was apparently spurred to it by a nurse’s statement that his mother would
not recover. Price opines that Gent is repetitious and immaturely written, but has splendid characterization,
regional lore, and priceless dialog, and is epic in a “rudimentary” way. Allen submits a detailed publishing
history of Moorcock’s S & S books. Barger mentions he is publishing a zine called The Silver Eel, which
features Fritz Leiber. Bacon presents more Gene Day art. Lord talks about a West Virginia “character,”
revealed in Mailing #31 to be Joy Melegari, who is selling pre-publication editions of REH stories and
poems as part of a Golden Dragon Press series without obtaining authorization from Lord and then never
delivering them; these never did appear. Hamilton’s zine has some Fabian art.
In Mailing #30 (Nov., 1977), Brown claims Howard was not a polished enough writer to make it into
the big time or inspired enough to make it as a regional writer. Melville spotlights the different versions of
the REH poetry chapbook Verses in Ebony (1975). Bacon runs an interview with Tim Underwood about
Underwood-Miller’s new edition of the Howard poetry collection Always Comes Evening (1977), including
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information about its illustrator Keiko Nelson. Everett Winne introduces himself with a fascinating
autobiographical summary. Born in 1913, he’s the oldest REHupan until de Camp joins. He talks about
reading Horatio Alger stories in paperback and dime novels, then Weird Tales, Argosy, and Amazing Stories
from the newsstands. In 1934 his weekly salary was $35, and he was able to buy a small steak dinner for
30ȼ. He represented the YMCA at a conference at the White House in 1940 hosted by Eleanor Roosevelt.
He was a member of several apa’s, including the National Fantasy Federation, SAPS, and FAPA, and was
an inaugural member of the ufologist organization NICAP, though he just missed seeing a UFO that his
wife and her uncle witnessed in 1950.
In Mailing #31 (Jan., 1978), Brown says Marvel Comics writer and editor Roy Thomas has told him he
would be interested in seeing REHupa Mailings, but he wouldn’t be able to contribute to them. He did say
he would plug the organization if the opportunity arose, and in Mailing #34 Brown reports evidence of that.
Thomas adds that he would like to see scholarly submissions to Marvel Comics like those by Blosser and
Yaples that he had run in The Savage Sword of Conan. [Unfortunately, no one did.] Joe Marek starts his
bibliography of S & S stories and books. Lord informs us that Ace has bought out Prestige (formerly
Lancer) Books and re-negotiated a contract with the Conan authors that deleted most of the subsidiary rights
granted in the old Lancer contracts and also calls for a larger royalty. Ace would have a five-year license
on the books, after which all rights would revert to the authors. Naturally Ace wanted some concessions
other than a dismissal of the lawsuit that had been filed against Lancer/Prestige and which later
encompassed Ace, so Ace was allowed to issue illustrated anthologies of Howard stories, de Camp-Carter
pastiches, new Andrew Offutt novelettes, and a few facsimile paperback reprints of Grant Conans through
Grosset & Dunlap. Lord also informs us of the planned publication, among other books, of an REH
biography, to be entitled Dark Valley Destiny, by de Camp, his wife, and psychiatrist Jane Griffin, the
latter’s presence tending “to point the direction of this biography.” (p. 2) Lastly, Lord says the Fourth
World Fantasy Convention would be held in Fort Worth in 1979, with an emphasis on Howard. James
Coplin makes a good stab at a gazetteer of Hyborian Age place and deity names and discusses their
derivation, displaying his historical and linguistic knowledge. Ken St. Andre reports that Danforth has
started a writers’ apa. Allen opines that heroic fantasy is only escapist literature that may be enjoyable but,
in practice, is never great in quality due to its inherent “limitations.” “All too often, it is severely underrated by critics and over-rated by fans.” (p. 2) He presents a bibliography of all the Avon Fantasy and
Science Fiction Readers published by the very influential editor Donald A. Wollheim of DAW Books, who
reprinted many stories by REH and others in the late forties and early fifties.
In Mailing #32 (Mar., 1978), Brown reprints correspondence he has had with Karl Edward Wagner.
Hamilton has bought 24 of Lovecraft’s postcards from de Camp and says he plans to resell them.
Hamilton’s zine gives more details about the different versions of Verses in Ebony and has Fabian art.
The cover of Mailing #33 (May, 1978) has “#34” instead due to Brown’s bungling. Brown reprints a
three-page letter from Roy Thomas detailing Marvel’s plans on publishing Conan and Thomas’s own Red
Sonja character. Thomas also mentions his small involvement with the upcoming Conan the Barbarian
movie. He goes on:
Also, it was gratifying to see Karl Wagner state that my own Conan pastiches were
generally more satisfying than those of others. I’ve had others tell me the same (though
admittedly, there are still others who will prefer de Camp, Carter, or Nyberg), but it’s nice
to hear it from one who himself writes a better-than-most heroic fantasy. He and John
Jakes are, for my money, the two people who could come closest to capturing the essence
of Conan’s style without becoming “mere” pastichers, though if she wanted to, I imagine
Leigh Brackett could do quite well, too.
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Cover by
James Coplin.

My own favorite pastiche is Lin Carter’s “[The] Hand of Nergal,” which is about 90%
Carter but somehow more lively than most of his collaborations with de Camp. As has
been said before (by Damon Knight, I think, years and years back), de Camp is too sane to
take the bloody stuff seriously. I feel I probably fall somewhere in between Howard and
de Camp; probably so does Wagner. De Camp and company will, of course, be more
accurate than we bother to be in a monthly comic-book … but accuracy is no substitute for
intensity.
Still, because I think the de Camp/Carter stuff belongs there, I’m glad to be able to adapt
it in the Conan comics in the future. This will at least help minimize the differences
between the prose and comics versions. I’ll even be adapting stories like “[The] Thing in
the Crypt” and “City of Skulls,” which had fairly close Marvel parallels (due to the fact
13
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that at one time de Camp briefly gave, then summarily withdrew, permission for us to adapt
his stories). I’m pleased to report that now the three-way pact between Marvel Comics,
Conan Properties (Inc.), and Edward R. Pressman Productions has clarified things re Conan
and company. This will help begin to straighten up divergences between comics and prose
which can help no one in the long run. (Business, p. 2)
…
… While I shrug off as beneath my notice those who wish to adopt a snobbish attitude
toward the funnybooks, I still don’t consider my Conan pastiches as being “true” Conan in
the Robert E. Howard sense, any more than I’ll consider pastiches by de Camp, et al., to
be “true” Conan. That Conan died with Howard, and there’ll never be any additions. Still,
as long as there’s an audience for more Conan stories, I feel that de Camp and the rest of
us are privileged to be the ones chosen to continue the series. We simply have to keep a
perspective about such things. I’m totally with Karl Wagner on that point. But de Camp
is the person, after Howard, whose contributions has [sic] to be considered as most
important in keeping REH’s memory alive because of the Lancer deal, etc., while Glenn
Lord, Lin Carter, Bjorn Nyberg, Wagner, and the rest of us have made our own, smaller
(but nevertheless important in varying degrees) contributions.
I do agree with the soul who said that Marvel Comics’ version (of which I am, abashedly,
the major and only continuing figure) has been important for popularization of the character.
Without the comic, there probably would not have been a movie deal or the straightening
up of the Conan mess between several publishers. If for no other reasons, I consider
Marvel’s version to be deserving of respect, if hardly awe. I know enough about the
situation not to take seriously uninformed comments to the contrary, whether from
professionals or fans. I’ve made a conscious decision to try to avoid commenting on
criticisms of the comic, whether in fanzines, apas, or wherever, except in the regular comic
itself. It’s hard to do, with some of the self-righteous REH-defenders plying their trade
these days and referring to de Camp, myself, and others as “vultures over Cross Plains” –
but, as I said, I consider them as undeserving of a reply. (Business, pp. 3-4)
Thomas would be co-Guest of Honor at the 2006 Robert E. Howard Days celebration in Cross Plains and
would be given the Black Circle Award for Lifetime Achievement by the Robert E. Howard Foundation in
2016.
Howard’s girlfriend Novalyne Price Ellis contacted Bacon in Nov., 1977 to ask for his aid in recovering
treasured letters and two signed photographs of himself that REH had given her. In 1972, Ellis had lent
them to Randy Everts (a.k.a. R. Alain Everts and Randal A. Kirsch), who had requested them for his
research into Howard’s life. Bacon wrote Everts twice trying to mediate their recovery. Later it came out
that the photos were probably lost following property confiscation during a police raid of Everts’s Madison,
Wisconsin, apartment in 1973, the result of a legal case against him filed by Derleth, de Camp, and Brown
University, who were attempting to obtain material (including letters from Lovecraft) that it later became
clear Everts had legitimately obtained. Everts’s failing was never responding with any explanation to
Ellis’s pleas for the return of her property. In Mailing #33, Bacon called for Everts’s removal from REHupa
if he did not make a satisfactory response to Ellis’s demand. Everts never complied and soon dropped out
of REHupa anyway, though he was in the Fantasy Amateur Press Association as late as 2002 and had
received a $36,000 settlement from a countersuit against Brown University. [11,12] Other copies of the
two photos of REH are fortunately extant, but aren’t necessarily of the same quality.
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Also in Mailing #33, Bacon has Gene Day art and a Thomas Burnett Swann bibliography. Brown cites
an example of how someone can lose reprint rights to their own material if they don’t explicitly state their
copyright in their zine. As Danforth notes in the next Mailing, the copyright notice has to be on the first
page and in the format “Copyright (or ©) [year] by [name].”
In Mailing #34 (July, 1978), Lord runs two pages of Howard’s notes on the Breckinridge Elkins stories
that he made as he was typing A Gent from Bear Creek, and gives this timeline for his attempts to get that
book published:
Gent was received August 31, 1935 by Otis A. Kline (Howard’s agent) and was first
submitted to Caxton Printers on 9/3/35, being returned 11/9/35. It was immediately
resubmitted to MacMillan, being returned 11/24/35. A copy was sent to John Paradise, a
British agent whom Kline probably was using in that country, and was sold to Herbert
Jenkins late in 1936 for $150 advance (which seems to have been all it ever earned). Six
copies of the book were also received by Kline. One each was sent to persons named
Fischler and Chessler (agents? editors?) and there is no mention of what became of these.
Another copy was submitted to Columbian Press, 9/29/38, and returned 10/21/38. The
final entry shows a copy to a Dr. Kiss Kyula, whoever that might have been. (p. 1)
Allen calls for a merger between REHupa and The Hyperborian League as a way of strengthening both
organizations and avoiding duplication of effort. Brown responds to this in his editorial by saying he would
work with THL Official Editor Crispin Burnham to arrange for a vote on the matter by the next year. Allen
also submits a detailed summary of Otis Adelbert Kline’s career and publications. Joining REHupa is
Charles de Lint, who has started issuing the fantasy zines Dragonbane and Beyond the Fields We Know
from Triskell Press, at which he was working with Charles Saunders. Brown discusses his own outsideREHupa zine Mad Scientist’s Digest. Trout has a map of Imaro’s world of Nyumbani.
In Mailing #35 (Sep., 1978), Bacon produces an excellent primer on how to edit, publish, and market
one’s own fanzine, based on his own extensive experience. Marek gives a Karl Edward Wagner
bibliography. Melville discusses the short poem “Candles,” supposedly by Howard:
Members may be interested to hear of a small edition [of the] Robt. E. Howard poem
title “Candles” produced a few short years ago. I cannot vouch for the authenticity of the
poem as being by Howard. The Last Celt by Glenn Lord neither mentions it as a published
title or unpublished. And I cannot find it under untitled poetry by Howard. Perhaps Glenn
you could enlighten us.
My source is through Chuck Garvin of Portland, Oregon who kindly sent me a xerox
copy of the only copy he has. It was published by Mike Horvat in a 47 copy edition in late
1975. Mike apparently lived in the back of beyond [sic] at that time, four or five miles into
the brush after crossing Lake Shasta (about 20 miles by boat). His intention was to use it
as a greeting card for Christmas but most of the copies were lost in the lake on the way to
the post office. The one that Chuck Garvin has is badly waterstained. Mike claims less
than a dozen survived the trip. (p. 5)
Melville describes the printed sheet and reprints the poem. Marek reproduces the publication in his zine in
Mailing #43 (Jan., 1980). HowardWorks.com dates the publication as late 1974 or early 1975 and states:
“Glenn Lord questions whether this is really an REH poem. The poem was apparently discovered in a book,
or some such, by Michael Horvat.” Finally, Michael Kellar points out similarities between Kipling’s poem
“A Pict Song” and Howard’s poem “The Song of a Mad Minstrel,” inferring that one influenced the other.
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As REHupa’s sixth year draws to a close, the organization is reasonably strong, with 29 members and
Mailings generally exceeding 100 pages. Jonathan Bacon’s professionalism, leadership, and promotion has
rescued the apa from its nascent debilitation. After Bacon quits as Official Editor, the look of the Mailings
declines as ground gained by offset printing is reclaimed by mimeography, the specialty of the new OE
Brian Earl Brown. Brown’s leadership is passably dedicated and competent, if sloppy in its details. Much
Mailing content is fan fiction, poetry, and art, with book and fanzine reviews being about the only attempts
at literary criticism. REHupa would shortly merge with the competing Hyperborian League, but it would
be several years before the quality of its output would rival the high-water mark set by THL.

A FAMOUS FORGERY
I was elated recently to see what appeared to be Glenn Lord’s poetry chapbook Etchings in Ivory (1968)
on eBay (left, below). It isn’t, though; it’s a forgery of the original (right, below) that I’ve been looking for
for years just to add it as a curiosity piece to my collection. It’s even featured on the REH bibliographic
site HowardWorks.com. The seller didn’t even know what it was and sold it for $100, about what the
original is selling for these days. I looked at it rather as a bargain, though; yes, it’s a forgery, but it’s harder
to find than the original now. Glenn warned about the ripoff and listed the differences between the two
versions in his zine in Mailing #19:
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There is a very good forgery of the little Howard booklet that I published in 1968 under
title Etchings in Ivory, so if anyone is offered copies at what seems a good price ‒ beware!
The differences are as follow: the original cover was an olive-gold while the forgery is a
tannish-brown; the original paper is an ivory shade while the forgery is much whiter. The
most obvious difference is the cover lettering; there is no discernible difference in the title,
but in the original Howard’s name was in 4mm high capital letters, while: the forgery is in
both caps (6mm) and lower case (4mm). Stuart Schiff plans to publicize this matter in
Whispers. (p. 2)
And who perpetrated such an outrageous scam? Chapbook and fanzine publisher George T. Hamilton
revealed that it was one Fred Cook of Wadsworth, Ohio [13], maybe knowing this from correspondence
with Lord, who kept close tabs on all REH publications. Cook also published forgeries of at least some
issues of Lord’s The Howard Collector journal, on which Cook’s cover title lettering was in black instead
of red ink (which was used on the first seven of Lord’s issues); this is not even noted on HowardWorks.com.
Knowing Cook’s name and state, one can use the free public-record-search site familytreeenow.com site to
identify the forger as Fred S. Cook (1929-1997), unless he unknowingly bought them from someone else.
Cook did publish at least 14 issues of the pulp zine Bronze Shadows in the late 1960s, which contained an
article by him on Conan in the 13th issue [14].

ROBERT E. HOWARD AND FASCISM
In the last and apparently final issue of REH: Two-Gun Raconteur, David Scherpenhuizen, in his essay
“Conan der Übermensch” [15], claims that REH was influenced by the völkisch or folk-conscious ideas
prevalent in pre-WWII Austria and Germany that would be used to justify the racial cleansing and other
atrocities by the Axis Powers. This ideology had its roots in romantic notions that races were defined not
by geography but by blood and shared traditions and beliefs. This ethnocentric thinking was easily
perverted, leading to assertions that some races were superior to others who then deserved not only to be
treated as subjects, but as those with no claim to rights, dignity, or even life. Scherpenhuizen describes
Conan and Kull as “ruthless, strong-willed men who through their will-to-power carve out kingdoms for
themselves. They rule vast, martial nations who [sic] conquer all those weaker than themselves. Not
surprisingly, in light of the ferment of nationalist and proto-fascist ideas in which they were born.”
One can certainly see Darwinian concepts such as survival of the fittest having a part in Conan’s and,
hence, Howard’s worldview, as was common at the time, and understand that REH would regard corrupt
rulers and priests of decadent civilizations as immoral debauchees deserving of deposal and even death.
But I contend that Scherpenhuizen goes too far when he states that Conan’s “primitive code of honour ...
has misogynistic and racist traits,” that Conan believes “[o]nly the strong and daring are fit to survive,” and
that Conan “is not dogged by the morality or consequences of his actions,” as if the strongest have the right
to oppress or exterminate those they regard as inferior. Howard’s heroes never act in this way, nor does
REH ever state that he believes as much.
In his essay “King Conan and the Aquilonian Dream” (in The Dark Man #1), Steven Trout quotes
extensively from the Conan stories to demonstrate convincingly King Conan’s view that kingship should
be based on the consent of one’s subjects, his favoring of only restricted imperialism, and his antipathy to
slavery, all of which were Howard’s way of expressing the Western and, especially, American ideals of
liberty, equality, and justice. REH’s fervent and peculiarly American belief in individual freedom and
exceptionalism generally prevents him from making more than a limited endorsement of the racialist
thinking common in his time. Given his existentialist beliefs, he would probably agree that man does not
need religion to define or require moral behavior, but he would hardly think that this would be carte blanche
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for amoral, much less immoral, acts. While his heroes might be looked upon as examples of the übermensch
or Superman advanced by Nietzsche, only the most revenge-driven of them acted as if morality were
irrelevant or as if might did make right. Conan in particular, strong and self-motivated as he was, never
abandoned his rough code of ethics and only became more morally responsible as he rose to positions of
power in society. Thus, it is hard to see him as a Superman figure acting as if he were outside the limits of
conventional morality, which Nietzsche thought was imposed by the confines of a Herd mentality,
especially when REH himself believed the will of the people to be a positive force.
Scott Connors, in his essay “Twilight of the Gods: Howard and the Völkstumbewegung” (in The Barbaric
Triumph, 2004), has noted the parallels between motifs in Howard’s fantasy and the ideas of the völkisch
movement, but points out that they are strictly limited by REH’s staunch antiauthoritarian nature and his
lack of sympathy for fascism. He states that Howard’s interest in these ideas stemmed from sympathy for
the Celts and Nordics in general rather than admiration for German culture and from a belief in ancestral
memory.
Scherpenhuizen does concede that racialist depictions in REH’s stories “do not necessarily express
Howard’s ideas on race because his sympathies clearly lie with barbarism” and that he himself does not
contend that REH was a fascist. But others do, notably Hans Joachim Alpers (in Die triviale Phantasie:
Beitrage zur Verwertbarkeit von Science Fiction, 1976) and Jonathan Bowden (in Pulp Fascism: RightWing Themes in Comics, Graphic Novels, & Popular Literature, 2013), and we need to be aware of and be
able to counter their claims, which are not only untrue but dangerous to Howard’s reputation.
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